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JOHN SHAND'S WALKLEY WIN A VICTORY FOR HONESTY 
  
by Nick Galvin* 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald on July 29 2017.] 
 

eteran Fairfax music writer and reviewer John Shand has won the inaugural 
Walkley Award for Arts Journalism. Shand, who has contributed to The 
Sydney Morning Herald for more than 24 years, won the award for a piece 

entitled The Role of Music in a Post-Truth World. 
 
The prestigious award, established this year by the Walkley Foundation after many 
years of lobbying from arts writers, "recognises a significant contribution in 
reporting, writing, news breaking and analysis of arts issues". 
 
Shand, who is also an accomplished drummer, playwright and the author of several 
books on music, revealed that his Walkley win had come alongside other good news. 
 

 
 
John Shand: for 43 years his writing career has mostly felt like banging a rather 
fragile head against a distinctly unforgiving wall… 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
*Nick Galvin is arts editor at The Sydney Morning Herald. 
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"For 43 years my writing career has mostly felt like banging a rather fragile head 
against a distinctly unforgiving wall, and then on same day I receive confirmation 
that my play Guilt opens in Washington next year and I receive the Arts Journalism 
Walkley," he said. "I'm glad I kept banging!" 

 

 
 
Jazz pianist Mike Nock: there is justice in the world after all... 
 
Distinguished jazz pianist Mike Nock, who has been the subject of many Shand 
reviews over the years, said he was "over the moon" at the news. "Isn't it f**king 
wonderful?" he said. "There is justice in the world after all. That is such good news. 
Isn't it fantastic! 
 
"John has been consistent. He has been a rock. And he has a very wide range. Being a 
jazz musician I am so pleased he features jazz but he has knowledge and love for a 
whole range of music." Nock said the role of Herald critics such as Shand was vital to 
the cultural life of the city. 
 
"To have someone there who is so knowledgeable and who loves the music and is 
able to point people in the direction is essential," he said. "I don't always necessarily 
agree with his comments or taste but that's fine – that's how it should be." 
 
Herald editor Lisa Davies was thrilled at Shand's win. "John's writing on music and 
theatre is well-known to the readers of The Sydney Morning Herald, from the arts 
pages to Spectrum, Shortlist and S," she said. "The Sydney Morning 
Herald continues to be the authority on Sydney culture and our writers deliver the 
best arts coverage in the city." 
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Herald editor Lisa Davies: thrilled at John Shand's win… PHOTO COURTESY SYDNEY 
MORNING HERALD 
 
In his winning piece of work, which was originally delivered as the Jackie Orszaczky 
Music Lecture and later appeared in the Herald in abridged form, Shand argued 
passionately that music at its best must be honest. 
 

 
 
The late Jackie Orszaczky: Shand won the Walkley for the music lecture in honour 
of this great musician… 
 
"So how do we define this elusive trait in music called truth, and why is it so 
important?" he wrote. "Truth is playing the music rather than the instrument. It's the 
player or singer extracting essences by meaning every note. 
 
"This eliminates idle imitation, it eliminates playing off muscle memory, and it 
eliminates the seductive allure of playing to impress. At the same time, it intensifies 
the beauty and deepens the emotions. 
 
"Fundamentally, it is purging the bullshit to which all artists can succumb if they are 
not on their guard against it." 


